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It all began with a note written inside the cover of Karate-do, a small martial arts book by Gichin Funakoshi: 

“Happy 27th Birthday and congratulations…class starts tomorrow night at 7:00!”   I’d been dreaming out 

loud to my girlfriend that I’d always wanted to study Karate…how that would help me stay in shape and 

I’d learn something along the way.   Little did I realize she’d taken me seriously! 

 

As my first Karate class progressed that Tuesday evening in 1980, Sensei Ricky Moore instructed all White 

Belts to line up along the back wall.  “Lean forward and put your hands on the floor”, he commanded.  As 

I looked around at my fellow White Belts, I noticed they were all at least 15 years younger than me and all 

had their hands firmly planted on the floor in front of them.  My fingertips stopped at my knees, and for all 

my efforts would go no further.   It was a long and tortuous first class.  Fortunately, I was signed up for 

only 30 days, and surely, I could endure that! 

 

But by the end of my first month, I’d gotten the hang of things and was beginning to enjoy my Karate 

studies, so I decided to sign on for six more months.  Under the intense teachings of Sensei Moore my 

White Belt was soon retired for Yellow, then Blue and eventually a Green Belt.  I felt that I’d learned quite 

a bit about Karate those first few years and that I’d become quite proficient at sparring.   

 

One evening Sensei Moore introduced a visiting Black Belt, Hanshi Danny McCall from Denver, to our 

class and informed us we would be ‘light sparring’ with him that evening.  I was a cocky 29-year-old at that 

point, and one look at the sluggish, over-sized Sensei McCall convinced me I had nothing to worry about.   

Once in the ring my re-evaluation of the situation couldn’t have come quickly enough.  No sooner had I 

thrown my best punch than he caught my fist and hit me so hard with a ridge hand that I literally saw stars.   

Reeling from his counter I quickly got my wits about me and fired off a roundhouse kick to his ribs.  Not 

only did he deflect that as well but solidly landed an upper cut that sent me flying backwards toward my 

side of the ring.   I felt like a leaf in a tornado and was only too happy when the round ended!  Years later, 

on the path to my Black Belt, I would encounter Hanshi McCall again. 

 

Shortly after my trouncing in the ring with Hanshi McCall, Sensei Moore introduced yet another Black Belt 

to our class.  As it turned out, Sensei Steve Young was to join our dojo as co-instructor, adding another 

dimension to my training.  Under Sanseis Moore and Young I achieved the rank of Brown Belt, and thoughts 

of attaining the rank of Shodan, First Degree Black, were entering my mind.   After five years of blood, 

sweat and tears, did I have what it takes to become a Black Belt? 

 

My dreams were to be interrupted abruptly not long thereafter.  Senseis Moore and Young were being pulled 

away from their martial arts teaching by their day jobs, and ultimately made the difficult decision to shutter 

what had been my Karate home for 5+ years.  Where does a leaderless dojo go from there?  Were we all to 

end our studies in what had become a way of life for me? 

 

The solution lay in nearby Ft. Mill, SC, at American Free Style Karate Club under the able leadership of 

Kyoshi Charles Lingerfelt.  I explained our situation and asked permission to observe one of his classes. 

Within15 minutes I was impressed with the feeling that I had found a new home for the 8 students wanting 

to continue our martial arts journey together.   

On the first night in our new dojo we were instructed to get into meditation position with Kyoshi Lingerfelt’s 

students, according to rank.   Sensei Lingerfelt called the dojo to order, positioning us all in left fighting 

stance.  I’d noticed he entered the dojo with a stack of one-inch-thick boards which he parked within easy 

reaching distance from where he stood.  Unceremoniously grabbing the top board, Kyoshi Lingerfelt 

approached me and commanded, “Spinning hook kick.  Break it!”.  Ah, a test in my first 5 minutes of class!  



With total focus on that board and awareness that my years of training were being challenged in front of 

the entire class, I exploded into a near-perfect spinning hook kick and shattered the board Kyoshi Lingerfelt 

was holding.  Unimpressed, he selected the next board and moved to my left to another student who had 

joined me in this new dojo.  Once he had tested all the students I’d brought and deemed each worthy of the 

rank they were wearing, Kyoshi Lingerfelt let out a big smile and welcomed us heartily to his dojo.   I 

breathed a sigh of relief for all of us, including myself, that our former senseis had prepared us so 

thoroughly! 

 

Training was different at this American Free Style Karate dojo.   All the familiar formalities were taught 

and enforced, but respect for God, family and school were included in all aspects of our training.   Sparring 

was more frequent, and upper belt punches, kicks & blocks were made with much more intensity than I’d 

known before.  Once you entered the ring, new challenges were on you within seconds.  Focus was key, 

and one second of inattention could prove very painful.  But what I came to love about my new martial arts 

home was the comradery that abounded.  Opponents were eager to congratulate me on good kicks or 

punches I’d thrown and equally free with advice on how I could improve.  It seemed everyone’s goal was 

to raise the level of our dojo’s kata, sparring and weapons techniques.  Egos were left outside, which I found 

to be unique to a very select group of dojos. 

 

Years of training passed, and I grew very near and dear to fellow martial artists Neil Godfrey and Kyoshi 

Lingerfelt.  We would spar some nights until we couldn’t lift our arms, having fought so many rounds we 

lost count.   Many a night would we stay after class, comparing bruises and sore ribs one of us had given 

the other.  A true kinship evolved that is alive to this day.   I truly believe if I were to call either of these 

gents for help at 3:00am, their only reply would be, “Where are you?  I’m on the way!”.   You just don’t 

make friendships like these every day! 

 

After 3 years of training in my new martial arts home, Kyoshi Lingerfelt suggested I might be ready for my 

Shodan test.   But that would come with a price I had hardly imagined!  “You’ll need to spend at least 6 

months additional training with Hanshi McCall before you’re ready,” he advised.  “After all, your Shodan 

test will be held in his Denver dojo, and you need to own that space.”   Hanshi McCall, the guy who crushed 

my every move 4 years earlier, stood between me and my Black Belt.    Should I quit now, I wondered?  

Brown Belt was almost there, wasn’t it?   But a Brown Belt wasn’t good enough now, after all I had learned 

and all I had fought so hard for.   

 

Training with Hanshi McCall began in the early days of 1989.  He immediately cranked the intensity level 

way up, both mentally & physically.   We discussed martial arts philosophy, unique sparring techniques 

and physics of the punch.  I sparred his students to upgrade my skills, and he was quick to point out my 

successes and failures.  I poured over our dojo’s belt material from White to Brown Belt until I could 

visualize it page for page.   My Shodan test was scheduled for Saturday evening, September 9th, 1989, at 

7:00pm.    

 

I’m a partner in a men’s clothing boutique in Charlotte, and I work most Saturdays until 6:00pm.  So after 

putting in 9 hours that day at my shop, I hustled up to Denver and was dutifully in meditation position on 

the floor of Hanshi McCall’s dojo at 7:00.   The Board that evening consisted of Hanshi McCall and Kyoshi 

Lingerfelt, both determined to make me earn every thread of my Black Belt.   Meditation lasted an 

excruciating hour, and when I was commanded to stand up my numb legs immediately gave way.  Falling 

to the ground, I tried to regain my balance only to tumble over again.  “It appears you’re not ready for this 

test,” Hanshi McCall commented.  “You can quit now and try again in 6 months.”  Not on your life, I 

thought to myself, and managed to mumble an apology and confirmation that I was indeed ready. 

 

 



I made it through hundreds of kicks & punches the first hour of my test before being instructed to break a 

one-inch board.  But not with one of the traditional methods I had done so many times before.  I was 

instructed to drop the board from head height and break it on the way down.   Breaking a held board is one 

thing but breaking one in motion was new to me.  On my first attempt I missed striking with my Dragon’s 

Teeth and broke the knuckle of my right ring finger.   The intact board was now lying on the ground.  “I 

said break the board!”, Hanshi McCall shouted.   I picked that board up for my 2nd attempt and struck it so 

hard one half knocked the AC thermostat off the wall in front of me.  But my right hand was now 

compromised, and the night had only begun. 

 

At about 10:00 I heard the dojo door open and in walked one of Hanshi McCall’s most formidable fighters.   

In fact, the week before I had witnessed him end a match with one side kick, sending his opponent to the 

hospital with broken ribs.  And now he was here to fight me!  I made it through that sparring match with 

my ribs intact, but The Board had plenty more up its collective sleeves.  By now my lips were parched and 

thirst was plaguing me every step of the way.   In front of me, Kyoshi Lingerfelt was sipping on an ice-cold 

cup of Coke, its sides covered in thirst-quenching beads of sweat.  Mine was to be a test of physical and 

mental stamina! 

 

At 1:00am my exam was still going strong.  Hanshi McCall announced that he and Kyoshi Lingerfelt were 

going home to get some rest but that I should review my Belt Material, from White Belt to Black Belt and 

then back down to White Belt. They would return “at some point” and if I were sitting down or asleep when 

they walked in, I would fail my test.   With that they left me alone in the dojo with my thoughts and swelling 

right hand. 

 

Several hours passed before I noticed it getting light outside and realized The Board should be returning 

soon.  But it was Sunday morning now…. what if they had decided to go to church, if not only to prolong 

my suffering?  What if they didn’t return until noon…or even later?   My answer came around 7:00 that 

morning when the dojo door swung open and my 2 totally refreshed testers came marching in.  I was 

dutifully standing when they arrived, pouring over my Belt Material as I had been since they left.    

 

I had maintained my determination to see this test to its end, but not happy about what I had been expected 

to endure.   I was hot, and The Board was fully aware of it!  My test resumed immediately, with all my Kata 

being performed as learned… and then backwards, from end to beginning.     Next, Hanshi McCall presented 

me with a 2” thick slab of concrete and told me to break it with a heel palm strike.   Now I’m a right-hander, 

and that hand had swollen so much during the night my knuckles were barely discernable.   I had no choice 

but to give it my best shot, so I did.   The shock waves hit my broken knuckle and traveled all the way up 

to my shoulders.  But that concrete slab was still intact atop 2 cinder blocks.   I struck it again…and then 

once more. 

 

To this day, that intact concrete slab, with the dates 9/09 – 9/10/1989 and the 

signatures of Hanshi Danny McCall and Kyoshi Charles Lingerfelt rests on a shelf in my home, a quiet 

reminder that some goals are simply beyond reach.   But I did receive my Black Belt that morning!  My 

tormentors congratulated me on a job well done, and confided they were doubtful I would make it all the 

way to the end.   They had taught me well over the years, and they knew it.   They had taught me all the 

techniques and skills necessary to demonstrate every belt level from White to Black.   They had taught me 

how to teach everything I had learned.  What they had also taught me and possibly forgotten was to never 

give up, to never stop trying…even when it’s physically impossible to keep going! 

 

 

 

 



Since attaining the rank of Shodan, I was privileged to train with several other great Martial Artists, 

including Grand Master Jerry Piddington who founded American Open Style Karate in 1972.  A man of 

untold skills and knowledge regarding all aspects of the Martial Arts, he is an intense teacher with a quick 

smile and witty sense of humor.   But his punches and kicks are far quicker, so beware if you encounter him 

in the ring! 

 

I’ve carried these lessons and many others into so many other aspects of my life.  Several of these I taught 

my daughter as she was growing up, and now at 25 she’s teaching very young children and leading a 

wonderful life on her own.  She was confronted with many painful obstacles in her early teens but was 

determined to never give up, to never stop trying.   Her success in life is a testament to the fact that she 

learned those lessons well! 

 

I encourage every young man & woman to embrace the martial arts world early in life, even though my 

journey began at the ripe old age of 27.  These teachings opened my eyes to a new way of seeing the world 

and the people in it. You learn something new from everyone you meet.  Some lessons are positive.  Some 

are negative.   But they are all lessons.  Open your mind and learn.  If you have not learned something new 

at the end of the day, your day is not yet over. 

 

Osu! 

Richard Pattison 

Rokudan 

 

 

 
 

 


